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WEAKLY bound van der Waals molecules, consisting of atoms or 
molecules (such as rare gases, H2 and Nz) interacting through van 
der Waals forces, can be formed in the gas phase l

• The existence 
of similar weakly bound stoichiometric compounds in condensed 
phases has remained an open question as the components usually 
form separate pure phases or solid solutions2. Here we report on 
a detailed study of the helium-nitrogen system in a diamond-anvil 
cell using synchrotron X-ray diffraction, Raman scattering and 
optical microscopy. We find that high pressure stabilizes the 
formation of a stoichiometric, solid van der Waals compound of 
composition He(N2)ll. Because of the relatively simple interac
tions involved, this solid may exemplify a novel class of van der 
Waals compounds that are formed only at high pressures. Van 
der Waals chemistry in simple molecular systems may be important 
for understanding the structure and properties of the interiors of 
the outer planets and their satellites, where pressures are high and 
such components may be abundant3-s. 

Simple binary mixtures such as He-Hz, He-Ne, He-Hz and 
Nz-Oz, compressed at pressures up to -20 GPa in diamond 
cells6

, typically show limited mutual solubility in the solid 
phase7

• Helium has an extraordinary effect on the phase 
behaviour of solid Nz. At high pressure and room temperature 
pure nitrogen has two distinct polymorphs: the o-phase, a cubic 
phase with orientational disorder8

, and the E-phase, a rhom
bohedral orientationally ordered phase9 which occurs above 
16.3 GPa (ref. 10). Pure helium freezes at 12.0 GPa into a 
hexagonally close-packed structure l1

•
1Z

• For He-Nz mixtures, 

46 

FIG. 1 Photomicrographs of the growth of a single-crystal of the high
pressure He-N2 phase. The bulk composition is 41.6 mol% He and the 
pressure -8.9 GPa. a, Temperature of 315 K. Unlike other high-pressure 
van der Waals crystals, facets are clearly seen during the growth. b, 308 K. 
One of the growth directions seen in a has disappeared against the face 
of one of the diamond anvils. C, Three-phase equilibrium sOlid-fluid-fluid15 

at 305 K, where the NTrich fluid decomposes into the solid phase and a 
He-rich fluid (visible as bubbles). The latter phase blurs the facets and 
introduces rounded gas inclusions in the crystal. The experiments were done 
on gases that were mixed from high-purity components (99.999%). High 
pre sure was generated with single-crystal Mao-Bell diamond-anvil cells24 

The samples were loaded at pressures of -0.2 GPa (refs 12, 17). The 
pressures were measured with the ruby fluorescence scale and are expected 
to be accurate to -0.2 GPa. 

about 2 mol% He can be dissolved in orientationally disordered 
phases at high pressures and low temperatures I3

-
15

, and it seems 
that about 9 mol% can be dissolved in the E-phase at higher 
pressure i3

-
l5

. This remarkably high solubility results in a marked 
shift of the orientational order-disorder transition by a factor 
of two upwards in temperature or downwards in pressure J3

. In 
previous work on binary mixtures, however, no direct structural 
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information was available on the high-pressure phases, includ
ing the '9% phase' of the He-N2 system. This information is 
essential for proper phase identification and is obtained here 
by the use of new high-pressure single-crystal techniques. 

A sequence of photomicrographs of the '9% phase' in a He-N2 
mixture in situ in the diamond-anvil cell at a pressure near 
9 GPa is shown in Fig. l. A single crystal of the new phase is 
seen to grow within the surrounding He-rich fluid as the tem
perature decreases from 315 to 305 K. The crystallinity of this 
phase is clearly demonstrated by its morphology. Well developed 
facets are seen during the growth, whereas van der Waals crystals 
of pure components (such as He and H2) growing at high 
pressure develop rounded surfaces 12.15-17. The crystal is birefrin
gent under crossed polarizers and can thus be distinguished 
from the isotropic 8-phase of solid N2. The lower image (305 K) 
shows the decomposition of the Nrrich fluid into the solid phase 
and a He-rich fluid, which is visible as bubbles. 

In Fig. 2, we show X-ray diffraction patterns measured at 
9.2 GPa and 295 K on a single crystal formed from a bulk 
composition of 10.0 mol% He. The reflections had sharp rocking 
curves of about 0.10 in w, indicative of high-quality crystals. 
From the 21 observed d-spacings, a hexagonal unit cell was 
obtained. The reflections of this phase do not fulfil the condition 
-h+k+l=3n (n is an integer) of rhombohedral structures. 
These results indicate that the '9% phase' is a new phase with 
a structure distinct from any of the known high-pressure phases 
of pure nitrogen and helium. 

We looked for additional phases in mixtures of different 
compositions (5.0, 19.6 and 4l.6 mol% He). The d-spacings 
obtained for measurements on single crystals of the phase grown 
from a 5.0 mol% He composition are listed in Table l. All new 
peaks could be fitted to the hexagonal unit cell of the new phase, 
hereafter designated the van der Waals (vdW) compound. Two 
additional lines fitted the strong 210 and 211 reflections of the 
8_phase 8

,1O. The 103 reflection overlaps with the 200 reflection 
of the 8-phase. 

We used in situ Raman spectroscopy to obtain additional 
information on the new phase. Measurements on the vdW com-
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FIG. 2 Diffraction patterns of the vdW compound with 10 mol% helium taken 
at 2/J=9°. Reflections of the 101,211 and 001 classes are shown. The 
211 and 001 spectra are offset for clarity. The large peaks of the 101 and 
001 classes are the second and fourth orders. Careful inspection revealed 
up to four orders in these reflections. Small peaks 10 keY below the main 
reflections are escape peaks from the germanium detector. As the low-Z 
elements and the very small samples involved require a high-brightness 
source, X-ray diffraction studies were done at the superconducting wiggler 
beamline X-17C of the National Synchrotron Light Source, at Brookhaven 
National Laboratory25. The accuracy of the unit-cell volumes is estimated 
as 0.2-0.3%. 
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TABLE 1 Calculated and observed lattice spacings at 12.6 GPa and bulk 
composition 5.0 mol% He 

vdW compound S-phase 
dabs h k I deale h k I deale 

2.868 103 2.871 200 2.868 
2.801 202 2.799 
2.631 210 2.625 
2.565 210 2.565 
2.533 211 2.529 
2.479 113 2.479 
2.341 211 2.341 
2.299 212 2.295 
2.241 301 2.249 

The unit cell of the hexagonal vdW compound has dimensions 
a =8.019(5) A and c=9.461(12) A. The lattice parameter of the cubic 
S-phase is a = 5.735(1) A. 

pounds with compositions of 10.0, 19.6 and 4l.6 mol% He 
revealed a main vibron shifted with respect to that of pure Nz 
(for example AI! = l.5 cm-1 at P = 14 GPa). With 5.0 mol% He, 
the main vibrons of both the vdW compound and the Nz phases 
were observed. We found that the measured relative intensities 
of the two peaks varied if we pointed the laser beam at different 
spots in the sample. Because the intensities from the 8- and 
£-phases are large in the X-ray diffraction and the Raman 
scattering experiments, these phases must be a sizeable portion 
of the volume. Therefore, from mass-balance considerations, 
the composition of the new vdW compound phase is greater 
than 5.0 mol% He. On the other hand, it must be smaller than 
10.0 mol%, because experiments at 10.0, 19.6 and 4l.6 mol% He 
showed identical spectra. At 7.7 GPa for the 10 mol% composi
tion, the 8-phase and the vdW compound coexisted, so we take 
this as the formation pressure of the compound at room 
temperature. 

To investigate whether the vdW compound is stoichiometric, 
we compared the unit-cell volumes of this phase, measured at 
different compositions but at the same pressure. If the phase is 
stoichiometric, the unit-cell volume does not vary with the initial 
bulk composition, whereas if it is non-stoichiometric, the volume 
will depend on composition because the constituent species 
differ in size. The variation should increase with pressure starting 
from the formation pressure. The differences can be best obser
ved by taking compositions below the lowest composition (we 
use the results at 5.0 mol%) and above the highest composition 
of the vdW compound (results at 10.0 and 4l.6 mol%). The 
volumes at 4l.6 mol% were obtained from the 103, 104 and 004 
reflections (see Fig. 3). The results for 10.0 and 4l.6 mol% are 
very consistent, in agreement with the upper composition bound 
of 10.0 mol% He. Of the two points obtained at 5.0 mol%, the 
one at lower pressure is slightly higher, but the second is indistin
guishable from the other results. We conclude that there is no 
composition effect on the volume of the vdW compound and 
that it is therefore stoichiometric . 

The contents of the unit cell were constrained on the basis 
of the thermodynamic information. The Gibbs free enthalpy 
difference between the compound phase and the coexisting 
phases was calculated from AG = J A V( p) dp (A V is the volume 
difference between the vdW compound and the phases with 
which it is in equilibrium) starting from the formation pressure 
at 7.7 GPa where the enthalpy difference is zero. We used known 
V(p) isotherms of N2 and He (refs 8, 10, 12, 18) and known 
compositions of the fluid phases 15. The positive volume change 
on mixing for the fluid phases was assumed to increase paraboli
cally to 2% at the critical composition as indicated by theoretical 
results for He-H2 (ref. 19). This analysis indicates that the vdW 
compound is stable if it contains at least 22 N2 molecules and 
2 He atoms per unit cell, giving a hexagonal unit cell with 24 
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particles. This stoichiometry is in excellent agreement with the 
composition bounds (5.0-10.0%) deduced above. The volume 
difference from pure solid nitrogen and helium (dashed line in 
Fig. 3) is reasonable in view of the pressure jumps measured 
previously at transitions involving this phase13. This is also 
consistent with the fact that the Raman shifts of this phase are 
similar to those of the 0- and e-phases at the same pressure. 

The stability of the new compound can be understood in part 
on the basis of hard-sphere models, as used to explain mixing 
behaviour in simple systems20. Mixtures of spherical particles 
with a diameter ratio between 1.0 and -0.85 form random 
substitutional solid solutions. In very dissimilar systems with 
size ratios up to about 0.57, small particles can occupy the 
interstices between the larger ones. In both cases, the composi
tion is continuously variable. Systems with intermediate size 
ratios separate into pure phases. Alternatively, Murray and 
Sanders have argued that for size ratios up to 0.62, ordered 
structures AB2 and AB13 may be stable21 . The size ratio for N2 
and He is roughly 0.6-0.7. Our experiments demonstrate that 
stoichiometric compounds form in molecular-atomic systems at 
high pressure. The driving force for the formation of the phase 
observed here is its higher density relative to that of the endmem
ber assemblage (Fig. 3). Previous high-pressure studies have, in 
general, been done on binary systems with size ratios larger than 
about 0.8, and this may be why such compounds have not been 
observed. Important differences between the present observa
tions and previous hard-sphere results are the unusual 
stoichiometrl2 (ABll ) and crystal structure of the compound, 
and the fact that the large species is the major component. The 
more-complex behaviour of the molecular system is probably 
associated with pressure dependence of the effective radii, or 
with anisotropy and non-additivity of the intermolecular poten
tials. On the basis of size ratios, compounds can be expected 
in the binary atomic systems He-Ar and He-Xe. The mixture 
H2-Xe may show a change in bonding from the new high
pressure van der Waals chemistry identified here to metallic 
bonding at very high pressure 23 . 

Finally, we suggest that the formation of a novel high-pressure 
N2-He phase is probably not unique, but could represent a new 
class of high-pressure compounds in formally closed-shell van 
der Waals systems. The unusually large stoichiometric ratio for 
He(N2)ll suggests that a minor component can strongly affect 
phase stability in van der Waals systems by forming structures 
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FIG. 3 Unit-cell volume, V. of the vdW compound as a function of pressure 
P obtained at compositions of 5.0, 10.0 and 41.6 mol% He. The dotted line 
shows the pressure-volume relations determined for pure nitrogen (volume 
per 22 molecules)1o. The dashed curve shows the pressure-volume relation 
for a hypothetical solid mixture of 22 molecules of nitrogen10 and two of 
helium12,18 assuming no high-pressure van der Waals reaction, 
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that are distinct from those of either endmember. In planetary 
interiors, especially those of the outer planets, molecular species 
characterized by van der Waals interactions predominate at very 
high pressures3

-
5

. Knowledge of the compound phases could 
alter current planetary models based on phase diagrams that 
assume mixtures of endmembers and solid-solution phases typi
cal of low-pressure behaviour3

-
5

• Further high-pressure studies 
of multi component van der Waals systems are needed to 
examine these possibilities. 0 
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NANOPHASE materials, characterized by an ultrafine grain size, 
have stimulated much interest in recent years1

-
11 by virtue of their 

unusual mechanical, electrical, optical and magnetic properties. 
Nanophase ceramics are of particular interest because they are 
more ductile at elevated temperatures than are coarse-grained 
ceramicsll--an important property for the fabrication of ceramic 
components. Preparing materials that are both dense and fine
grained, however, has proved difficult: the high sintering tem
peratures generally required to obtain high densities can also lead 
to exaggerated grain growth, resulting in coarse-grained, nonuni
form materials. Sintering at lower temperatures gives a much finer 
grain size, but does not in general result in high·density materials. 
We show here that dense nanostructured titania, with density 
>99% of the theoretical maximum and an average grain size of 
less than 60 nm, can be prepared by sintering a titanium oxide 
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